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A monthly Newsletter to club members of the Strathalbyn Model Aircraft Club
From Paul Mitchell : President

Hey…..what about the field right now!
•
•
•
•
•

green grass from fence to fence,
a wide access track
safe entry from the main road
water tanks with pumps
roofs on the shipping containers

……what next….a restaurant and wine bar maybe? Ok maybe not…but the Astroturf is not far off now!
Bob has been doing a terrific job with the grass and we owe him a big ‘thank-you’.
The next club meeting is on the 30th September and the very next day Pat and I are off to Hobart for
some long overdue R&R. We will be away until the day after the John Watters Memorial Scale Fun Fly.
I’m going to try and get in contact with the flyers down there and drop in to their field. When Pat and
I did our 7-year motor-home trip around Australia, I was able to join local clubs and fly in every State….but
we missed out on Tassie!
While I’m away Darren will chair the October meeting and keep you reprobates in order! He and
Nick Braithwaite will also be putting the JWMSFF together. Most things are in place and I feel sure it will
all go as well as it has in the past.
While I’m away I’ll try and put out the October Newsletter….but Pat may have other ideas…!!
“COME AND TRY” DAY – SUNDAY 31st AUGUST
The day was kept low key this year - general
club flying continued all day, with buddy box flights
for guests as they turned up. I believe we achieved at
least one new member and potentially several others.
A big thank you to Bill and Darren for their input all
day (and any others who helped with buddy box
flights).
The day was an off-shoot of the Antiques and
Hobbies Fair, which puts our club and model aircraft
flying in the general gaze.
I think it is important to keep our presence
visible in the community, for various reasons, but
mostly to remind them of our existence, to maintain
credibility and to establish a base for future
development.
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Left: Bill Kent assists
new member Duane
while other club
members keep things
active in the circuit.

INDOOR FLYING
Last month’s indoor evening was very well attended and several attendees will shortly be joining the club.

Above: My P40 and new member David Clarke’s P52 (with guns ablaze!) on the apron at Cornerstone
College Hall. There’s also a Spitfire, several F4U Corsairs and Stockie has a T28….we fly standing patrols
each month….. keep the skies clear for the country.
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F3A & WORKING BEE - 21ST SEPTEMBER
A really good roll up of members last Sunday for the working bee to assemble the roofs to the
shipping containers, and anyone who can assemble an ARF is probable qualified to do this! Several
members gave their apologies and we really had all the help we needed. I heard someone say that with my
attendance we actually had one too many….cheek!
But seriously folks, the way everyone pitched in was terrific, and the containers now have roofs and
guttering that will collect water. A new petrol powered pump has been obtained which will seriously help in
transferring water to the toilet block. I’m sorry that my photos don’t show all those that helped, but
particular mention must be made of Bob Smart who was the designated work chief on the day…and who
pretty much was involved in every aspect of the work while others assisted as needed. Matt and Michael
bolted the purlins down, and myself, Darren, Peter, Nick Parson and probably several other fixed the roof
sheeting down to the purlins. Andrew Cecil and Stuart asked for a job so I had them repair the broken timber
member over the shade-cloth assembly benches.
Nick Braithwaite and Stockie fired up the BBQ while Noel and Jan laid out the food and drinks for
the assembled workers and the F3A guys who were using the field for the day.
While the F3A boys were using the field, we arranged to have the use of the field for electric models
down the north end during the day, and powered models on the main strip during the lunch break.

Above: would have been a good shot for the Caption
Competition……don’t ask!

Above: Gutter bracket experts in action..!
Right:….our happy workers at play.

Left:….result!
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I was reminded of the importance of maintaining a presence in Strathalbyn last week when I was in
contact with the Strathalbyn Mitre10 to order the materials needed for the shipping container roofs. My
contact there was aware of the club and the names of several local members…he was extremely helpful and
delivered the materials free of charge.
On the Sunday we needed to get a gas bottle filled and again I drove into Strathalbyn Mitre10, where
I was greeted by the chap who had taken the order for the materials and arranged the delivery to the field. He
filled the gas bottle and after a brief chat about the club and some local members he knew, he refused
payment for the gas and wished us all the best in our activities…….this sort of community spirit is not easy
to achieve…but we seem to be doing something right.

Above: Nick Braithwaite snapped this shot during a very busy period……☺

He named it “Men at Work”.

Above: The F3A boys after their event. They were very appreciative of the use of our field, and several
made special mention of the facilities and of course…..the lunch.
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CORRECTION………’Ooops’
Last month’s Newsletter had a Safety Advice piece from Nick Braithwaite about restraining your
model while running the motor. I very wrongly reported that he was running up the motor to check the full
revs when is slid past his restraining leg….WRONG PAUL…..he was actually adjusting the idle setting!
The important thing to remember here is that we should have the model restrained at all times until it
is ready to taxi out to the take-off point, and if you have to adjust the motor out on the field…use both legs.
WEB SITE – www.rcaircraftclub.com
The galleries have a few more photos added…even a video from Mauro of his PC9 in action.
MEMBER’S BUILD PROJECTS
Andrew Cecil’s Sparrowhawk:

G-AESZ - getting closer to
it’s maiden flight.

Andrew has recently
inherited a Black
Horse Cap 232 that
he is refurbishing
….seems he is
progressing from
high- wingers to
low-wingers eh!
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Nick’s Yak 18PM:

Nick is busy making the sliding cockpit canopy ….looking good….keep at it Nick.

‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ ……of flying at the field

Left: Couldn’t resist
using this photo….
………especially since
Bob won the Caption
Competition!

Left: Bob’s Extra in flight.
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Nick and Darren have been getting in a fair bit of flying lately as the following shots show.

Above: Nick doing one his ‘greaser’ landings with the Cessna

Above: Here he is in formation with Darren’s “Pretty Stick”.
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Their war-birds in action……
Nick’s Mosquito with gear and flaps down…...
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Darren’s Spitfire with guns ablaze……

I recently bought a “pre-loved’
Druine Turbulent.
By the look of the construction
employed it has been around the
traps for some time.
The previous owner spent the
winter rebuilding and covering
her with Solartex .
I have installed a 26cc gasser.
Span 2200mm - weight 7.25 kg.
Above: Testing the engine and range-checking the gear.
NEXT GENERAL MEETING – TUESDAY 30th SEPTEMBER
Jeremy Reynolds is giving a talk about his up-coming aerobatics workshop day on the 19th October.
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
Cheers
Paul
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